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ABSTRACT
For eight 30-day periods, two in each season, vertical transient eddy fluxes of sensible heat were
computed at the 850, 500 and 200 mb levels. Use was made of NMC analyses and 6-h forecasts
of the (o-field available twice a day.
Vertical heat fluxes are strong in the Atlantic and Pacific storm track, and over Scandinavia

and Canada. The conversion of potential to kinetic energy (which is directly related to the
upward sensible heat flux) by the synoptic scale transients, averaged over the whole atmosphere
north of 20° N, shows maxima in spring (2.6 W m-') and fall (2.2 W m-2). Summer and winter
show lower conversion rates (1.2 and 2.1 W m-Z, respectively). The yearly conversion amounts
to 2.0 W m-2 which is in good agreement with the value of 2.2 W m-1 obtained by Oort and
Peixoto (1974). Their estimate includes standing eddies, however.
We find that the zonal mean vertical and northward sensible heat fluxes are strongly coupled.
The parameterization co' TT' =,uv' T' is tested both with regard to latitude and season. It appears
to perform quite well with u = - 1.5 x 10-4 to -2 x 10-4 m mb-'.

model, preferably including orography and diabatic

1. Introduction and background
In budget studies of the general circulation of the
atmosphere, terms involving vertical motion have

heating. Such a method may be called a "quasiobservational" method. Examples are the studies
by Berggren and Nyberg (1967) and Lau (1979).

always acted as obstacles. The reason is

well

The easiest way to compute vertical motion fields is

known: it is impossible to measure them, at least on

to employ a quasi-geostrophic model because it

the synoptic and planetary scale. In spite of this
handicap, several attempts have been made to
estimate vertical eddy transports. A technique
frequently used is that of closing a budget, that is,
solving the vertical eddy flux from a time- and/or
longitude-averaged equation that states the conservation of the quantity in question. An example
of this approach is the study by Hantel (1976).
Concerning the energy budget, difficulties arise

carries a simple diagnostic equation for w(=dp/dt).

because no distinction can be made between
dissipation and eddy energy conversion. A second

method to derive vertical eddy transports is to
estimate the vertical motion by a kinematic procedure using upper air wind measurements (Kung,
1972), but this makes sense only in regions with a
dense upper air network.
Still another approach is to make use of vertical

motion fields computed with a hydrodynamical

However, as stressed by Holopainen (1963) and
others, a quasi-geo strophic model is not very suit-

able for energy conversion calculations. In principle, primitive equation models should give the
best results. The vertical motion is computed by
integration of the continuity equation with respect
to pressure, which at present seems to be the best
procedure.

In this paper, vertical fluxes of sensible heat at
the 850, 500 and 200 mb levels will be presented,
computed according to the last method. The
temperature and vertical motion fields used were
produced by the National Meteorological Center

(U.S.A.). They are stored in the data archive of
NCAR where all computations were carried out.

The relevance of studying the vertical sensible
heat flux is twofold. First, it is important from a
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modelling point of view because co' T' appears in
the time-averaged thermodynamic equation.

Diagnostic studies of to' T' may help to para-

Table 1. The 30-day periods used in this study.
WI, SP, SU and FA denote winter, spring, summer
and fall, respectively

meterize this term for use in statistical-dynamical
models.

Second, -co' T' is related to the vertical mass
flux by the ideal gas law, i.e.
(1)

and may therefore be interpreted as a conversion of

potential into kinetic energy. For a discussion of
between

the

so-called

Jan. 7 76-Feb. 5 76
Dec. 18 76-Jan. 16 77
Mar. 13 76-Apr. 11 76
Mar. 26 77-Apr. 24 77
June 18 76-July 17 76
June 6 77-July 5 77

SP1
SP2

SU2
FA1
FA2

Sep. 28 76-Oct. 27 76
Oct. 16 77-Nov. 14 77

wa-

formulation (used in this study) and the V. V0_
formulation of the energy conversion, see e.g.
Hantel and Baader (1976) and Oort and Peixoto
(1974). Here we recall that those formulations
should give the same result if the conversion is

Eight periods of 30 days (60 analyses) were
selected in such a way that there were two periods

in each season and no fields were missing. The

averaged over a large part of the atmosphere, i.e. so
large that fluxes of energy through the boundaries
can be neglected.

periods are listed in Table 1. The region considered

Unless stated otherwise, symbols have their
usual meaning. A bar always denotes a 30-day

Several ways of dealing with the w-fields are
possible. One may consider the 6-h forecast as
being the w-field 6 h earlier, thus simply shifting

mean value, a prime the deviation from this value.
The symbol () refers to a zonal average. Vertical,

hemispheric and seasonal mean values will be
i

WI1

SU1

po

differences

Date

W12

R
-w'a'=--w'T'

the

Acronym

explicitly mentioned when they appear.

2. Data source and processing
All data used were extracted from NMC
material. Among other quantities, this material provides temperature fields twice a day (at 00 and 12
GMT) at the standard pressure levels. Concerning
vertical motion fields, only 6-h forecasts were available (for 06 and 18 GMT). This is because, regard-

less of the details of the initialization method, a
sufficiently accurate balance between wind and
mass fields is established after 6 h of integration.
The NMC forecast model used to compute the tofields is a six-layer primitive equation model
formulated in a-coordinates, so orographic effects
are implicitly taken into

account. The most

important diabatic heating mechanisms are also
incorporated. A description of the basic model can

be found in Shuman and Hovermale (1968).
During the period from which the data were taken
(1976 and 1977), the model did not undergo significant changes.
Tellus 32 (1980), 1

is the part of the Northern Hemisphere north of
20° N, represented on the well-known NMC grid.

them back in time. An alternative is to interpolate
(w1-6 +
the w-fields to 00 and 12 GMT
w1+6), where i = 00 or 12 GMT], or to interpolate

the T-fields to 06 and 18 GMT [T1+6 = J(T1 +
T1+,z)] As shown below, the difference between
those two ways of interpolation is negligible. We
my write down expressions for the upward heat flux
with interpolated w-fields and with interpolated Tfields. Subtracting one expression from the other

then gives the difference between the methods.
Indicating interpolated quantities with an asterisk
we find

w1+6 T1+6_ w * Tl =(tUi_6 T1- wi+6 T1+,2)

(2)

The right-hand side contains no fields obtained by
interpolation, so eq. (2) expresses the difference in

covariance obtained by the two methods in the
original fields. Since the covariance will change
only slightly if the sample (consisting of 60 points
in time) is shifted one point along the time axis, we
see that the difference should be very small.
In this study, the w-fields were interpolated to 00

and 12 GMT. Some sample calculations were
carried out to investigate the effect of interpolation. Fig. 1 shows zonal mean values of w 2
and
T' for a 30-day period obtained by the
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that interpolation has the same effect all over the
Northern Hemisphere, at least for the sample calculations carried out. We may therefore expect the

geographical distribution of co' T' to contain a
smaller error than its absolute value.

3. Geographical distributions of the
upward sensible heat flux
Since 500-mb vertical velocities are supposed to

be. most reliable, we focus on this level. Fig. 2
shows geographical distributions of -co' T' at 500

mb for each season and for the entire year.
Seasonal values are computed by averaging over
the two appropriate periods (see Table 1). The
annual mean flux is the average over all samples.
In winter we find three regions where the fluxes

latitude (°N)
Fig. 1. Zonal mean values of co" and w'T' obtained by
different ways of handling the w-field. Units are 10-1
K mb s' and 10-6 mb2 s-2. Curves shown apply to the
500 mb level.

different methods. We first note that interpolation
reduces w'2 about 40%. Thus variations in co with
a time scale smaller than say 36 h, but resolved by
the forecast model, contribute considerably to the

are large: the Scandinavian region, the Pacific
storm track, and a wide area from the Rocky
Mountains to Iceland. During spring and fall the
pattern is roughly the same. In summer -w' T is
much smaller, the major part of the flux taking
place over the northern American continent and
mid-Siberia.
A striking feature is the large upward heat flux in

total variance. In addition, co' T' appears to be

spring and fall. It appears to be even higher than in
winter. All 30-day periods showed this feature, so it
can hardly be regarded as a mere sampling effect.
We will discuss this point again in the next section.

very sensitive to whether interpolation is employed
or not. Shifting the w-field 6 h forward in time (i.e.
using (0_6) results in much larger values of w' T'
than shifting the w-field back (i.e. using (0+6). Inter-

appeared to be rather similar to those at 500 mb. In
mountainous regions it is not quite clear what
-co' T' represents. Because of this difficulty we will

polation gives values in between, of course. This
picture indicates that in synoptic disturbances the

discuss the 850 mb flux in terms of zonal mean
values only. The 200 mb flux did not show much

w-field lags the T-field, which is in agreement with
baroclinic wave theory (Holton, 1972).
Using interpolated w-fields, the artificial reduc-

correlation with the 500 mb flux. The variation with

tion of co" cannot be avoided. Since we do not

consistent picture: an upward flux south of the

know the correlation between co and Ton the time
scales that are smoothed out, it is impossible to

450 N latitude circle and a downward flux north of

make any corrections. If the correlation is inde-

zonally averaged values. We turn to this in the next

pendent of frequency, the best estimate would be

section.
Recently,

co' T' = wlnt T' [w+6/co i1v2

1.3wint TP

(3)

On the other hand, if the correlation on the time
scales smaller than 36 h is negligible, coins T' must
be the best estimate. It is by no means clear which
estimate is preferable. In this study, values of
wins T' are given. A fortunate condition is the fact

The patterns of -w' T' at 850 mb (not shown)

longitude appeared to be small and rather noisy.
The variation with latitude, however, showed a very

it. Therefore, it is also adequately described by
Lau

(1979)

computed the

geo-

graphical distribution of co' T' for winter, defined
as the 120-day period starting from November 15.
The agreement between Lau's distribution (given at
700 mb) and the present one is rather good.

Differences can be attributed to the different
sampling.
Tellus 32 (1980), 1
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M
Winter 500mb

Spring 500mb

Summer 500mb

0

F(311 500 mb

_

year 500mb
at 500 mb. Contour interval is 1.5 x 10-3 K mb S. Horizontal
Fig. 2. Upward eddy flux of sensible heat
and vertical hatching denote regions where the upward flux exceeds 1.5 x 10-' and 3 x 10-3 K mb s ', respectively.
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4. Zonal and hemispheric mean values

depends on the representation of the tropopause in
the forecast model used to compute the w-fields.
In order to estimate the eddy energy conversion

In the following, we denote zonally averaged
values of the upward sensible heat flux by Hi, Ci, we multiply Hi by R/p,, where R is the gas
where the index i is 20, 50 or 85 according to the
pressure level involved.
Fig. 3 presents values of H2O, H,p and H85. The
large values of H,o during spring and fall come out

constant for dry air and pi the pressure of the level
considered. Table 2 presents values of C, averaged

over the entire domain, i.e. the region north of
20° N. The last column gives an estimate of the
vertically integrated conversion. For the total

very sharply. The same may be said of Hg which
is strongly correlated with HSO. In summer, H50 yearly mean conversion we find 2.03 W/m2. This
takes on its highest values in high latitudes (around compares very well with the value of 2.2 W/m2
70° N). Winter and spring show rather flat dis- given by Oort and Peixoto (1974), who obtained
tributions in contrast to fall, when a sharp peak in this value as a residue from the balance equations
H,o appears at a latitude of 50° N.
for kinetic and potential energy. Their value for
H2O shows a very regular dependence on latitude. January (3.4 W/m2) is considerably larger than the
In the subtropics, H2O is positive throughout the
we find for winter, but the values for
year, though in summer values are very small. At July (summer) do not differ very much (1.5 and
high latitudes H2O is negative, so potential energy is 1.23 W/m2, respectively). It should be noted that
built up by the eddies. The latitude where H2O Oort and Peixoto's estimate also contains standing

changes sign approximately coincides with the

eddies, which reach their largest amplitude in

latitude where the tropopause intersects the 200 mb
level. We should keep in mind, however, that it is

winter.

not clear how strong this "observational" result

estimated by Oort and Peixoto and as computed in

The result that the yearly mean conversion as

winter
2

0

I

20

40

60

90

20

1

4o

`60

90

Fig. 3. Zonal mean values of H at the 850 (dashed), 500 (solid) and 200 (dot-dashed) mb levels, as a function of
latitude. Unit is 8 x 10-4 K mb s-'.
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Table 2. Energy conversion averaged over the part of the
Northern Hemisphere north of 20° N. Values at pressure levels

are given in 10-3 W m-2 mb-1. The vertically integrated
conversion has unit W m2
Vertically

200 mb

850 mb

500 mb

2.01

3.85

0.53

-1.00
-0.63
-0.85
-0.49

Winter
Spring.
Summer

0.90

Fall

1.93

5.86
3.42
5.44

Year

1.93

4.64

,

2.87

this study compare so well is apparently due to the
strong conversion we find in spring and fall. In fact,
the semi-annual cycle in the eddy conversion is a
very remarkable result. Since this feature occurred

in both Years (see Fig. 4),

can hardly be

it

attributed to-sampling effects: The present material

integrated

2.13
2.58
1.23

2.17
2.03

perature gradient, depends on latitude. From a twodimensional quasi-geostrophic model (e.g. Holton,

1972) we know that the growth rate of the most
unstable wave is given by

8T 2

does not allow a sound interpretation of this

6202 u2
(4)

f °2
0

finding, but a few remarks can be made.

We note From Fig. 3 that the bulk of the con-

where c c2 are constants and o is the static

version takes place at latitudes north of 409 N. This

stability. If the expression within the square
brackets is negative, no unstable waves exist. From

is probably related to the fact that the growth rate
of baroclinic waves, for a given meridional tem-

eq. (4) we may get a first impression of how baro-

1

0

SU2

20

1 L

1

0

0

i

i

I

50

9o

20

winter

i

50

summer

i

20

9o

spring

50

9o

fall

Fig. 4. Values of <w' T') (solid) and (v' T') (dashed) as a function of latitude for all 30-day periods. Units are -10-3
K. mb s-' and 10 K- m s-', respectively.
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clinic wave activity depends on latitude. The / -

A relation frequently referred to is

effect decreases polewards whereas f increases. So
due to the rotation of the earth, baroclinic develop-

(co'T')=,u(q)(v'T')

ment is favoured in higher latitudes. The static
stability also plays an important role. It tends to
suppress deepening of baroclinic disturbances at
the fringes of the sub-tropical high pressure cells.

Saltzman and Vernekar (197 1) derived this relation
from a baroclinic instability theory argument. The

Summarizing, energy conversion by baroclinic eddies, for a given temperature gradient, is likely to be
stronger in higher latitudes.
The equator-to-pole temperature gradient, say at

pressure [(8o/ey)e]. Hantel and Baader (1976) find

500 mb, shows a smooth annual cycle (Oort and
Rasmusson, 1971). It reaches maximum and
minimum values in winter and summer, respectively. Inspection of the meridional temperature
gradient at middle latitudes, defined as AT= T40o -

T70o at 500 mb, brings to light that AT reaches
maximum values in the transition seasons. Table 3
lists values of AT corresponding to the data sample
used in this study and the much larger sample used
by Oort and Rasmusson (1971), together with the
hemispheric energy conversion. Apparently, a
semi-annual cycle in AT is present. In connection
with the remark made in the foregoing paragraph,

(5)

constant of proportionality p(p) is given by the
slope of the isentropic surfaces with respect to
(5) as the first approximation to a more general
equation for the upward sensible heat flux. Employing quasi-geostrophic turbulence theory, Sasamori
and Melgarejo (1978) also arrived at (5), with u((p)

=-cf2/N2 (N is the Brunt-Vaisala frequency, c
some constant).
Up to now, the parameterization given by (5) has
hardly been tested against observations. The
present material, however, provides a good opportunity. The relation between the upward and northward heat flux may be considered both with respect

to latitude and the seasonal cycle. The latter may
be seen as a test where different external forcing is
applied to the climate system. If the parameterization holds for the seasonal cycle, it may be

used with some confidence in climate-sensitivity

this offers a possible explanation for the semi-

studies.

annual cycle in the hemispheric energy conversion
by transient eddies. Finally, it is noteworthy that in
the energy-budget calculations of Oort and Peixoto
(1974), the conversion from transient eddy to mean
kinetic energy shows a clear semi-annual cycle with
maxima in fall and spring.

Fig. 4 shows ((o' T') and (v' T') at 500 mb for
all 30-day periods as a function of latitude. The
similarity between both fluxes is striking, though
somewhat weaker in winter. Table 4 lists proportionality constants and correlation coefficients
between the fluxes. Correlation coefficients are

large, but the ratio of the fluxes shows con-

5. Relation

between

(co' T'>

and

(v' T')

siderable variability.
We shall now obseive whether (5) withstands the

seasonal cycle. Fig. 5 shows u obtained by com-

In zonal statistical-dynamical climate models, a
reliable parameterization of the vertical and
horizontal eddy heat flux is of crucial importance.

puting the ratio of co' T' and v' T', where the fluxes
were first averaged over the 40-601 N latitude belt.
Again, all data refer to the 500 mb level. The figure

Table 3. Quantities illustrating the relation between energy
conversion and the baroclinicity of the atmosphere. AT is
defined as the 500 mb temperature difference between 40 and
700 N. O & R stands for Oort and Rasmusson (1971)
Total
conversion
(W/m2)

AT from pres.
data
(K)

AT from O & R,
seasons
(K)

Winter
Spring

2.1

11.4

12.7

2.6

15.3

14.5

Summer

1.2

10.1

10.5

Fall

2.2

16.1

15.4
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Table 4. Ratio of upward and northward flux of
At this point some inconsistency shows up. The
sensible heat and correlation coefficient between value of p suggested by Table 4 is roughly 30%
those fluxes with respect to latitude (p)
larger than that just derived. This is due to the fact
that small values of w' T' do not occur in Fig. 5. If

-(co' T') 104/(v' T')
Period

(mb/m)

WI1

2.94

0.779

W12

2.66

0.884

SP I

2.03

SP2
SU4
SU2

1.93
2.81

2.18

0.963
0.953
0.987
0.955

FAI

2.01

0.975

FA2

2.20

0.959

P

we force the regression line to go through the origin
we find u = -2.12 x 10-4 mb/m (dashed line in Fig.
5), which is in better agreement with Table 4.
A comparison of u with the slope of isentropic
surfaces is now in order. Hantel and Baader (1976)
computed zonal and annual mean values of

(a play), from the data of the MIT library. From
their Fig. 1 it is seen that (9p/8y), ^- -10-4 mb/m
for the 40-60° N latitude belt. So, according to the
present material, using for u the annual mean slope
of the isentropic surfaces underestimates the

upward flux of sensible heat by a factor 1.5 to 2.
The results of Sasamori and Melgarejo (1978),
after conversion to the p-system, yields u = -1.8 x

10-4 mb/m if f = 10-4 s' and N = 2 x 10-2 s-1.
This is in good agreement with our quasiobservational results.
I>

6. Discussion
Since the data set used was rather small, we may
expect the geographical distributions of co' T' for
the seasons to possess considerable uncertainty.
Zonally averaged values, however, appear to be
rather stable in view of the similarity between 30-

5

00L

1

1

1

2

-wT'

day periods from the same season.
The most striking result of this study is the semi-

(10-3

Fig. 5. A plot of -w' T' vs. v' T' at 500 mb, both
averaged over the 40-60° N latitude belt. The solid line
shows a linear regression, the dashed line one that is
forced to go through the origin.

suggests that the ratio of upward and northward
heat flux is rather constant through the seasons.
We thus have found observational evidence for the
universality of (5) as expected -from theory. The
linear regression shown in Fig. 5 (solid line) is given
by

-OP =1.55x 10-4xv'T1 +3.72x 10-4
K mb/s,
so,u = -1.55 x 10-4 mb/m.
Tellus 32 (1980), 1

annual cycle appearing in the hemispheric energy
conversion by transient eddies. As already mentioned, there might be a connection with the semi-

annual cycle in the conversion of eddy kinetic
energy to kinetic energy of the mean flow but con-

clusions are difficult to draw. The present results
clearly show that one should be careful in describing the general circulation by summertime and
wintertime conditions with
"somewhere in between".

fall

and

spring

The parameterization of (co' T'> in terms of
(v' T'> as proposed by several authors is strongly
supported by our findings. Putting those fluxes pro-

portional to each other with a proportionality
constant of -1.75 mb/m (at 500 mb) should be
accurate to simulate both the (pdependence and the seasonal cycle of (co' T'> in a
zonal statistical-dynamical model. According to the
sufficiently

(6)

present results, choosing for the proportionality

J. OERLEMANS
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constant the slope of isentropic surfaces underestimates the upward sensible heat flux considerably. We should recall, however, that the
proposed parameterizations are based on adiabatic
considerations, which means that the only source
for eddy potential (and, ultimately, kinetic) energy

is the mean potential energy. But in the forecast
model used to compute the vertical motion fields,
diabatic effects may form a direct source for eddy
potential energy. A well-known example is latent
heat release in midlatitude storms. Without doubt
radiative effects also play their role. It would be
very interesting to see how large the "diabatic con-

tribution" to the generation of eddy potential
energy is. In practice, however, it will probably be

very difficult to separate it from the "adiabatic contribution" in a reliable way.
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143YLIEH14E HAfIPABJIEHHOr0 BBEPX fOTOKA OIIjYTHMOII TEIIJIOTb1 BJIAfO,L APA
IIEPEMEL1 A10111I4MCSI BO3MYII[EH14AM C14HOfTHLIECKOrO MACIIITABA HA OCHQBE
,gAHHbIX HABJI1)AEH14f4
tt
,n.9 BocbMH 30-JIHeBHblx nepHOJIOB, no JIBa B MaKCHMYM BeCHOfi (2,6 BT M-2) H oceH61o (2,2 BT
KaKKJIOM MOM, Ha nOBepXHOCTAX 850, 500 H 200 M6

pacc'IHTbIBanHcb BepTHxanbHble BHxpeBble nOTOKH
Tenna H3-3a ABH)KyHIHXC$I Bo3MyLUeHHit. 14cnonb3o-

BaJIHCb Aaxxble aHaJlH3a Hagxoxanbnoro meTeoponorHKecxoro

IIenTpa H 6-YacoBble fPOrHO3bl
non, w, npoaol;HMble JBa)KRbI B CYTKH.
BePTHKanbxble nOTOKH Tenna BenHKH Ha TpaeKTOpHAX IHTOpMOB a ATnaHTHxe H THxoM oxeaHe H Hag
CxaHJIHHaBMeft H KaxaRoft. 14HTeHCHBHOCTb npeB-

M-2). JIeTOM H 3HMOft HHTeHCHBHOCTH npeBpanleHHft
McHbine (1,2 H 2,1 BT M-2, COOTBeTCTBeHHO).

CpeJHAA 3a roA CKOPOCTb npeapauteHHft paBHa 2,0
BT M-2, TO HaXOJIHTC51 B xopouleM cornacHH c
BeJIHHHHOft 2,2 BT M-2, nOnyeeHHOfl OOPTOM H
IIe#InoTO (1974). OJIHaxO Hx olleHKa BlcnlouaeT H
CTaIIHOHapHbTe BIIXPH.

HafJleno, YTO 30HanEHO ocpeAHeHHble BepTHxa.

pauxeHHft nOTeHuHaJIbHOft 3HeprHH B KHHeTH9eCKy}O

nbHble H MepHJIHOHanbHble nOTOKH OIHYTHMOil
ClinbHO
IlapaMeTpH3a1IHA
TennOTbl
CBA3aHbl.

('ITO npSMO CBA3aHO C BepTHKanbHblM IIOTOKOM

co'T'=/Iv'T' npoaepena xax no IUHpOTe, Tax H no

OITIyTHMOft TenMOTbl) nepeMenlaIOLuHMHCH B03MyvIe-

ce30HY. IIpeJICTBBJSAeTCA

HHAMH CHHOnTH'tecxoro MaCI.Ta6a, ocpeAHeHua$ no

XOpoIHO c BenHYHHOft /I OT -1,5 go -2 Ha 10-4

Bceft aTMoc(lepe K ceBepy OT 20° cal., BIIHBnxeT

M M6-1.

TO OHa pa6oTaeT BnoMHe
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